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TITLE

ENERGY GENERATION AND GENERATOR BY MEANS OF ANHARMONIC

STIMULATED FUSION

DESCRIPTION

5 Field of the invention

The present invention relates to the field of energy

production by means of nuclear fusion and, more precisely,

it relates to a process for generation of energy by means

of anharmonic stimulated fusion of hydrogen isotopes

10 adsorbed on a crystal lattice.

Furthermore, the invention relates to an energy

generator which carries out said process.

Description of the prior art

The problem of procurement of energy has driven

15 industry and research laboratories more and more to study

new sources of energy. Among these, a particularly

interesting source is the nuclear fusion.

During the studies on nuclear fusion, one applicant

has, to that end, realised a "Device for the startup and

20 control of the process of energy production obtained by

means of excitation of vibrations of the crystal lattice

of a material containing deuterium," described in Italian

patent application no. SI/92/A/000002.

The process upon which the functioning of said

25 device is based comprises a step for the preparation of an

electrode composed of a metallic material formed either by

a single metal or by an alloy of metallic components

capable of receiving deuterium, and having a precise

crystalline structure, e.g. isometric. Said step of

30 preparation of the electrode comprises first an operation

of degassing the electrode in order to clean its

crystalline structure. Subsequently, a certain quantity

of deuterium (D) is let into the crystal lattice of the

electrode at a pre-established temperature and pressure.
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Then, when the ratio of the number of deuterium atoms to

the metallic atoms (DIMe) exceeds the threshold limit of

0.7, a fusion reaction D+D is activated among the

deuterium atoms adsorbed in the crystal lattice following

5 the application of a disturbance which sets the

consecutive lattice planes into push-pull vibration.

Systems for removal of the thermic energy generated by the

fusion are provided for.

The device and process illustrated above, however,

10 present considerable difficulties when it comes to

actually putting them into practice. First of all, the

use of deuterium is expensive in the case of industrial

application of the device. Furthermore, the startup step

of the reaction is scarcely controllable or repeatable.

15 In fact, in many cases, the amount of energy obtained has

been different than that expected on the basis of the

energetic values attributable to a D+D reaction and, in

any case, has been not constant in identical initial

conditions of preparation and startup.

20 Summary of the invention

An object of the present invention is, instead, to

provide a process for the generation of energy which is

able to accomplish a fusion of hydrogen isotopes adsorbed

on metal and which can be inexpensively reproduced at an

25 industrial level as well as easily activated and shutdown.

A further object of the present invention is to

provide an energy generator which activates the above

mentioned process.

These and other objects are accomplished by the

30 present invention wherein the generation process is

characterised by the fact that it comprises:

- a charging step in a metallic core of a quantity

of hydrogen isotopes Hand D which are adsorbed in the

crystal lattice of said core;
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- a heating step in which said core charged with

hydrogen isotopes is heated to reach a temperature higher

than the threshold temperature corresponding to Debye' s

constant temperature of the material composing said core;

5 - a startup step of said core wherein a vibrational

stress is produced which activates a nuclear fusion

reaction of said hydrogen isotopes;

- a stationary step during which it is possible to

exchange the heat produced by the H+D nuclear fusion

10 reaction which occurs in the core because of a steady

continuation of a coherent multimodal system of stationary

oscillations.

A step is also provided for the shutdown of the

fusion reaction, in case it is necessary to interrupt it,

15 by means of production of a further vibrational stress

which disorganises said coherent multimodal system of

stationary oscillations.

The threshold temperature which must, necessarily,

be surpassed in said heating step is Debye's constant and

W which, for many of the metals utilizable, is set out in

table I. To have a greater probability of success of the

reaction, said threshold temperature must be exceeded by

at least a ~T comprised between several degrees and

several tens of degrees, according to the type of material

25 in which the active core is formed. Debye's constant can,

in any case, be calculated analytically, since it is equal

to h/K*vcr ' with h being Planck's constant, K being

Bol tzmann' s constant and vcr being a typical frequency of

each material (for further details, see Charles Kittel,

30 Introduction to Solid State Physics, John Willey & Sons,

New York) .

The type of hydrogen to be adsorbed in said core is

preferably natural hydrogen or, in other words, having a

ratio between isotopes D and H of about 1/6000. It is
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however possible to obtain the reaction also with natural

hydrogen depleted of or enriched with deuterium, with a

ratio of isotopes D to H in any case higher than 1/80000

and preferably comprised between 1/10000 and 1/1000.

5 The novel characteristic of the generator is that it

is provided with a reactor comprising:

an active core, on which natural hydrogen possibly

enriched with deuterium is adsorbed;

- a generation chamber containing said active core;

10 - a prechamber for heating of a thermal carrier fluid;

- a dome for the collection of said thermal carrier fluid;

- a plurality of tubes wherein said fluid flows from said

prechamber to said collection dome crossing said

generation chamber.

15 Brief description of the drawings

Further characteristics and advantages of the

process and the generator according to the present

invention will become apparent in the description which

follows of some of its possible embodiments , given as

20 examples and not limitative, with reference to the

attached drawings in which:

- figure 1 shows a longitudinal sectional view of a first

embodiment of the generator according to the invention;

- figure 2 is a longitudinal sectional view of a second

25 embodiment of the generator according to the present

invention;

- table I sets out the Debye's constant for several metals

and alloys.

Description of the preferred embodiments

30 wi th reference to figure 1, a generator for

actuating the process according to the invention comprises

a generation chamber 2 crossed by a tube nest 5 in copper

which extends between two flanges 10 welded to a support

shell 11 which externally defines chamber 2. Tubes 5
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cross flanges 10 and communicate with ci prechamber 3

comprising an annular jacket 3a delimited by a cylindrical

shell 13 with inlets 3b. Furthermore, tubes 5 communicate

with a collection dome 4 communicating through flanged

5 nozzles 14 with means for heat exchange and a circulation

pump which are not shown.

Chamber 2 communicates, through axial ducts 6 which

cross dome 10 on one side and prechamber 3 on the other

side, with a gas tank and an air pump not shown by means

10 of connections of a known type placed externally of shell

13. Ducts 6 are suited to feed hydrogen or other gases

into chamber 2.

On tubes 3, a metallic active core 1 of a thickness

of several millimetres is electroplated. Around support

15 shell 11, an electric coil 9, for example immersed in a

ceramic matrix 9a, is wrapped.

The fluid, coming from inlets 3b and crossing tube

nest 5, preheats itself in the jacket 3a, and removes the

heat generated in core 1 during an anharmonic fusion

20 reaction of the isotopes of hydrogen, the startup of which

will be described further on.

With reference to figure 2, another embodiment of

the generator according to the invention comprises an

active core 1 having the form of a cylindrical bar

25 inserted in chamber 2 contained in a heating cylinder 20

in which an electric winding 9 is immersed.

A jacket 15 formed by a support shell 11 and a

cylindrical shell 13 allows for the passage of a thermal

carrier fluid which enters through an inlet 22 and exits

30 from an outlet 23 after having axially lapped shell 11.

• The gas present in chamber 2 is controlled through chamber

24 communicating with a gas tank and with an air pump not

shown by means of connections of a known type. Core 1 is

in contact with an electrode 25 suited to transmit to it
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piezoelectric type to activate the

reaction of the hydrogen isotopes as

will now be described.

In both the generators of figures 1 and 2, windings

5 9 have a multiple function since, besides generating a

magnetic field necessary for the adsorption of the

hydrogen by the core, they also have the function of

heating the chamber of the thermal carrier fluid as well

as the function of startup of the reaction, for example by

10 means of an electrical impulse with a magnetostrictive

effect.

Core 1, in the first case shown (fig. 1), is a metal

layer, for example a multiple layer of Nickel and Chromium

al ternated, while in the second case (fig. 2), it is a

15 cylindrical metallic bar, for example of Nickel-Chromium

steel. Core 1 preferably has a homogeneous surface

without, in so far as possible, any nicks or defects. In

the crystal lattice of core 1, by means of known

techniques, natural hydrogen, having a ratio of D isotopes

20 to H isotopes of about 1/6000, is made to adsorb. The

percentage of deuterium D with respect to the hydrogen H

can also be greater than that indicated even though, with

D/H ratio greater than 1/1000, there may not be an

economic advantage in the exploitation of the reaction,

25 due to the current costs of deuterium, as well as the

difficulty of interrupting the reaction with a normal

shutdown operation as will be described further on.

1) Charging- step

Among the known techniques for charging hydrogen in

30 the active core so that the hydrogen isotopes become

chemically adsorbed in the crystal lattice, there are the

following:

- electrolytic adsorption

immersion of the core in a gaseous environment
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containing hydrogen at a pre-established temperature and

pressure;

- immersion of the core in solutions of HCl, HN03 , H2S04 ;

- immersion of the core in galvanic baths containing, for

5 example, NH3 when the metal constituting the core is

deposited on a support composed of a material such as Cu

or ceramic.

Some materials require the application of a magnetic

field having an intensity greater than the saturation

10 field, generally greater than 0.1 Tesla. In the two cases

of the generators described above, the magnetic field is

produced by winding 9.

The absolute pressure of the hydrogen inside the

generation chamber must be maintained at values preferably

15 comprised between 1 and 1000 millibar and, in any case,

lower than 4 bar, beyond which adsorption no longer takes

place unless at extremely high pressures (>50 bar) .

The chemical adsorption of the hydrogen isotopes in

the metal of the core causes the disassociation of the H2

20 and D2 molecules and the creation inside the crystalline

structure of the core of covalent bonds (hydrides) between

the Hand D atoms with the metal. The electrostatic

repulsion among the hydrogen atoms is screened by the

excess of negative charge created by the free electrons of

25 the metal. Therefore, the decrease of the electrostatic

repulsion due to these bonds allows for the bonded atoms

to approach one another more closely than is normally

possible with free atoms in identical conditions.

When the crowding of the Hand D isotopes adsorbed

30 on the metal in the proportion stated above is

sufficiently high, for example with a numeric ratio of

hydrogen isotopes to metal atoms greater than 0.3, a

strong reticular vibration, however created, can make the

two systems Me+H and D+Me approach one another, so that
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atoms Hand D come to be at a distance lesser than that in

which the nuclear force enters into play.

2) Heating step

According to the invention, only when the

5 temperature of the active core 1 is raised to a value

higher than Debye's constant of the material composing the

core, of which the values of many metals are listed in

table 1, is it possible to successfully carry out the

startup of the fusion reaction. In fact, only above said

10 temperature do the number of anharmonic oscillations of

the crystal lattice, in which the hydrogen is adsorbed,

become greater than the number of oscillations of harmonic

type with following increase of the probability that the

vibrational wave vectors add up one another. It is,

15 however, necessary that, in order to successfully activate

the reaction, Debye's constant be exceeded by several

degrees to several tens of degrees according to the metal

used for the core, so as to allow the IIpopulation II of

anharmonic oscillations to sufficiently exceed that of the

20 harmonic oscillations.

The heating step can be carried out by means of any

known system, for example thermoelectric heating,

oxidation of combustibles or other exoenergetic chemical

reactions, recombination of ions into polyatomic

25 molecules, laser impulses and immersion in hot fluids.

3) Startup step

At the points of the core on which the hydrogen has

been adsorbed or, in other words, in proximity to the

external surface of the core, a push-pull oscillation of

30 the lattice can successfully cause two hydrogen isotopes,

respectively hydrogen H and deuterium D, to approach one

another more closely than the critical distance at which,

as described above, the nuclear forces enter into play.

According to the invention, it is possible, in the
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conditions described above and only in those conditions,

to activate the localised nuclear reaction described

above, producing a stress in the active core capable of

producing the coherent addition of a great number of wave

5 vectors thus obtaining a local gigantic vibrational

impulse capable of sufficiently· exciting the crystal

lattice where the hydrogen isotopes are adsorbed. Local

volume variations due to expansion of the active core

surface have been measured which are 20 times greater than

10 those measured in the non active portion of the core.

Each H+D fusion produces 3 freeing 5,5 MeV, whichHe,

is sufficient energy to completely vaporise the area

surrounding the point in which the reaction has occurred.

In this case, the complete H+D reaction would be H+D = 3He

15 + Y of 5,5 MeV. However, in this case, no y photons or

other particles are freed from the core, since the

duration of covalent hydrogen-metal bonds is on the order
15 -16of 10- - 10 seconds, whereas the nuclear interaction

time is on the order of 10-
18

- 10-21 seconds. Therefore,

25

20 the energy freed from the fusion can dissipate through the

lattice without emission of particles or y photons. (See

Max Born, Atomic Physics, ed. Blacky and Son, Glasgow;

A.F.Davydov, Teoria del nucleo atomico, ed Zanichelli,

Bologna; G.K. Werthaim, M6ssbauer Effect)

In more detail, after having exceeded the Debye' s

constant, the probability that the H+D reaction is

activated is grater when the anharmonic terms of the

interatomic displacement become important, and this can

happen only when the temperature is sufficiently higher

30 than Debye's constant, at a characteristic temperature for

each material. Under these conditions, following the

production of a sufficiently strong stimulus by means of

an external action, the quanta of vibrational energy

crossing the crystal lattice, instead of oscillating in a
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disorganised manner, coherently interact with following

addition of the wave vectors tangentially to the surface

of the active core and with consequent creation of

amplified energy peaks in particular points (loci). The

5 wave trains which move on the active material of the core,

besides creating localised fusions, form a coherent

mul timodal system of stationary oscillations inside

portions of the active material of the core, thus causing

a negative change of entropy and consequent discharge of

10 heat, which can be exploited by the generator according to

the invention.

Subsequently, the stationary wave continues to

maintain itself by means of the pump effect produced by

the H+D reactions. In fact, because the configuration of

15 the lattice is altered by the localised vaporisations

caused by the individual H+D fusions displaced in said

loci, the wave vectors add up again in other loci, close

to the previous ones but where the lattice is still

intact, and activate further H+D reactions. With

20 repetition of the fusions, the core comes to have a

surface with a plurality of substantially equidistant

cavities separated by tracts of still intact lattice, and

the mass of the active core becomes progressively smaller

as a result of the successive localised vaporisations.

25 A further, significant contribution to the

maintenance of the stationary wave is provided by the

interaction of the electrons with the lattice, especially

in the presence of a variable electromagnetic field. In

fact, every transition from one Fermi's state to another

30 involves the emission of a particle of a given frequency

and wave vector. (See Charles Kittel, Introduction to Solid

State Physics, John Willey & Sons, New York)

The startup step can be carried out by means of

various known types of impulses, as long as the rise time
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is less than 10- 1 seconds.

In cases in which the active core is composed of

pure metals or their compounds with other elements or

substances, steels, stainless steels, alloys or metallic

5 systems of single or multiple layer, the startup step can
II

be carried out according to one of the following methods.

Thermic stress method obtained through pressure

gradients: polyatomic gas such as H2 , D2 , HD, HT, C2H4 ,

NH3 , N2 , °2 , etc., is inserted in the generation chamber

10 with negative enthalpic difference of physical adsorption

(~H) and a corresponding pressure gradient comprised

between 1 millibar and 4 bar. As already known, the gas

introduced generates thermic stress on the surface of the

active core, due to a transitory dissociation of the gas

15 molecules and further sudden exoenergetic reaction forming

again the molecules and catalysed by the surface of the

core itself. Such thermic stress causes the formation of

wave trains of reaction and quick startup of the process

of energy production through nuclear fusion between Hand

20 D, as described above. The embodiment of figure 1 is

designed for exactly this type of startup in which the

polyatomic gas is introduced through ducts 6 shown in

figure 1. During the reaction, by means of the passage of

current through winding 9 placed along the entire length

25 of the core 1, a constant magnetic field comprised between

0.2 and 1.5 Tesla is maintained.

Method with mechanic impulse: a mechanical

impulse of torsion, traction or compression is applied to

the ends of the active core with an intensity and rise

30 time, for example 10- 1 seconds, sufficient to provoke a

structural deformation which then activates the fusion

process.

Method with electric striction: an electrical

current impulse is applied to the ends of the active core
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with suitable peak values and rise times, for example 1000

Ampere for 30 nanoseconds, to provoke a structural

deformation which then activates the fusion process. The

embodiment of figure 2 is designed also for this type of

5 startup, wherein the alternate voltage impulse is produced

by an electrode 25 connected to active core 1 and fed by

means of cables 8.

- Optoelectronic method: A laser beam impulse of

high potency, for example 1MW, is engraved on the core and

10 provokes a shock wave and temperature stress which, in

turn, cause a sudden structural deformation which then

activates the fusion process.

Radio-frequency method: An impulse of radio

frequency is applied to the active core having a frequency

15 which corresponds either to the resonance frequency of the

spins of the hydrogen isotopes or to the plasma frequency

of the free electrons of the crystal lattice.

- Ultrasonic vibration method: The active core is

contained in a resonant cavity. An energy impulse of

20 ultrasonic vibrations is applied to the active core,

having an intensity and duration (for example 10- 1

seconds) sufficient to provoke the reaction of fusion.

In cases in which the material forming the active

core is a type, such as a crystal, which subject to the

25 piezoelectric effect, the startup step can be activated by

means of a method with inverse piezoelectric effect,

sending to the ends of the metallic core alternate voltage

impulses with a frequency equal to that of the mechanic

resonance of the core with peak values (for example

30 greater than 5kV) sufficient to provoke a structural

deformation which then activates the process of fusion.

The embodiment of figure 2 is also designed for this type

of startup, in which the alternate voltage impulse is

produced by electrode 25 connected to active core 1 and
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fed through cables 8.

If, finally, the material forming the active core is

of a ferromagnetic type, the startup step can be activated

by means of a magnetostrictive method which consists in

5 the production, along the metallic core, of a magnetic

field with peak values higher than the intensity of

magnetic saturation and a rise time lower than 10-1

seconds. This type of startup can be carried out both

with the generator of figure 1 and that of figure 2 by

10 applying an electromagnetic impulse through winding 9.

4) Heat exchange step

Subsequent to the startup, the reaction is

maintained in stationary conditions by exchanging heat by

means of a thermal carrier fluid made to circulate in the

15 tube nest 5 crossing the generation chamber of figure 1 or

through jacket 15 of figure 2. The removal of heat must

not exceed a level where it makes the temperature of the

active core fall below Debye's constant, in which case a

slow shutdown of the reaction would occur.

20 With regard to the thermal power which can be

obtained, the dimensions and form of the active core play

an important role. The active core can have the form of a

rod, a lamina, separate and/or tangled wires, free or

pressed powder, with or without binder. For example, in

25 generation chamber 2 of figure 1, the active core can be

composed, rather than of metal deposited on tubes 5, of a

plurality of bars placed in various points of the chamber

itself. Alternatively, chamber 2 can be filled with

metallic powder.

30 Clearly, the temperature of core 1 which houses the

reaction must remain well under the temperature of

transition, above which the lattice looses its crystalline

properties and passes to an amorphous state comparable to

the vitreous state, and this happens at temperatures which
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are lower than the melting temperature of each metal. In

said conditions, in fact, the core would have a response

to the oscillations completely different from the

behaviour which occurs when the state is crystalline,

5 because the preferential direction on which the wave

vectors add up would disappear, with absolutely no

possibility of having the above-described reaction.

It is also necessary that the steady functioning

temperature to which the core is brought does not approach

10 particular critical temperatures, which are well known for

every metal and identifiable from experimentally obtained

adsorption diagrams, at which the phenomenon of

progressive expulsion of hydrogen from the lattice occurs.

5) Shutdown step

15 The reaction can be interrupted by arresting the

coherent multimodal system of stationary oscillations by

simply producing a further vibrational stress which

disorganises the system through a positive local

production of entropy.

20 This can, for example, be accomplished by creating a

forced vacuum in the generation chamber (absolute pressure

less than 0.1 millibar) and introducing a jet of gas with

positive L\H of dissociation, for example H2 • Because of

the impact with the active surface, the molecules

25 dissociate, and a rapid removal of the lattice I s energy

occurs, with consequent negative temperature stress. The

sudden temperature decrease provokes the disorganisation

of the active loci and the shutdown of the nuclear

reaction among the hydrogen isotopes.

30 Alternatively, even leaving the pressure of the gas

inside the generation chamber unaltered, it is sufficient

to exchange heat cooling the active core up to the point

where the temperature of the core itself is brought below

Debye's constant. The exchange of heat can, for example,
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be accomplished by making a fluid at a temperature well

under Debye's constant circulate in the tube nest crossing

the generation chamber.

In order to provide an even more detailed

5 description of the process according to the present

invention, in the following, several practical examples

will be set out relative to the application of the above

mentioned steps to a metallic active core whose crystal

lattice has adsorbed a certain quantity of natural

10 hydrogen.

Example 1

On a 90 mm long bar with a diameter of 5 mm, made of

a metallic material (Clunil) formed by isometric crystals

having Nickel and Chromium atoms in equal number and

15 alternated, natural hydrogen (D/H 1/6000) was made to

25

adsorb following the introduction of H2 at a pressure of

500 mbar and temperature of 220°C with contemporaneous

immersion in a magnetic field of 1 Tesla obtained by means

of coil 9 wound around the core itself. The generator

20 utilised was the one illustrated in figure I, with tube

nest 5 not coated with metallic layer.

The chamber containing the bar was then gradually

brought to a temperature of 20° above Debye's constant,

which for Clunil is 192°C.

The startup occurred with the thermoelectric method

(by a thermic impulse produced by a current impulse

passing through winding 9), with the core inserted at all

times in the above-mentioned magnetic field and immersed

in natural hydrogen at a pressure of 500 millibar. More

30 precisely, the startup was obtained with an impulse

intensity of 1000A and a rise time of 30 nanoseconds.

During the course of the reaction, a total net

average heat of 1.29 MJ was removed per day, for 58 days,

after which the reaction was stopped with a shutdown
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accomplished by the introduction of Hz, after having

temporarily provoked a vacuum (0.1 mbar).

While stopping the reaction, it was observed that

during the course of the transient, radioactive isotopes

5 were detected, that it is believed are due to the impact

against the neighbouring nuclei of the nuclei of H, D, 3He

which are accelerated by the energy of y photons (5,5 MeV)

produced by the last reactions H+D and not given to the

lattice for activating further reactions.

10 Example 2

On a 200 mm long Nickel bar with a diameter of 3 mm,

natural hydrogen (D/H = 1/6000) was made to adsorb with

the method of immersion in gaseous environment at the

critical temperature of 198°C and contemporaneous

15 application of a magnetic field of 1 Tesla obtained by

means of coil 9 wound around the core. The generator used

was the one illustrated in figure 2.

The chamber containing the bar was then brought to a

temperature of 20° above Debye's constant, which, for

20 Nickel, is 167°C.

The startup occurred with the electric striction

method, or, in other words, by applying to the core an

electrode through which an impulse of piezoelectric nature

was transmitted. More precisely, the startup was obtained

25 with an impulse of at least 10kV and a rise time of 0.1

seconds.

During the reaction, a net total average heat of

4.74 MJ was removed per day, for a period of 31 days,

after which, the reaction was stopped with a slow

30 shutdown.

Example 3

On a 90 mm long bar with a diameter of 5 mm, made of

AlBl 316 steel which has been tempered at 400°C to

eliminate internal stresses, natural hydrogen {D/H = about
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1/6000) was made to adsorb with the method of immersion

into acid solution and then both immersion in gaseous

environment at the absolute pressure of 600 mbar and

application of a magnetic· field of 1 Tesla obtained by

5 means of coil 9 wound around the core.

The chamber containing the bar was then brought to a

above Debye's constant and precisely at 314°C.

The startup was accomplished both with the thermo

electric method and by the thermal stress method due to

10 gaseous recombination.

During the reaction, a net total average heat of

2.64 MJ was removed per day, for a period of 34 days,

after which the reaction was stopped with a slow shutdown

obtained with cooling below the critical temperature.

15 Example 4

In a generator like the one illustrated in figure 1,

comprising a generation chamber crossed by a tube nest

made of copper, on each tube a layer of 2mm of pure Nickel

was electroplated, in which natural hydrogen (D/H = about

20 1/6000) was made to adsorb with the method of immersion in

gaseous environment at the absolute pressure of 600 mbar

and contemporaneous application of a magnetic field of 1

Tesla obtained by means of a coil wound around the core

and immersed in a ceramic matrix.

25 The chamber containing the strip of tubes was then

brought to a temperature of 210°C, 57° above Debye's

constant.

The startup was accomplished with the

magnetostrictive method, or, in other words, by applying

30 an electromagnetic impulse to the core through winding 9.

More precisely, the startup was obtained with an impulse

of 0.8 Tesla and rise time of 0.1 seconds.

During the reaction, by means of thermal carrier

fluid crossing the strip of tubes, an net total average
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heat of 4.9 MJ was exchanged per day, for a period of 6

days, after which, the reaction was stopped with a slow

shutdown obtained with cooling below the critical

temperature.

5 The industrial applicability of the generation

process and of the generator which actuates said process

is, therefore, evident , given that they allow for the

production of energy in the form of heat by means of

nuclear fusion at limited temperatures, without emission

10 of radioactive or otherwise dangerous particles and for

long periods. The materials used both for the active core

and for the rest of the generator are inexpensive, thus

providing considerable possibilities for economic

exploitation.

15 In cases in which the active core is formed in a

material having a higher Debye's constant, such as Silicon

(640 0 K), the temperature at which heat exchange takes

place is higher than in the examples described above.

Therefore, it is possible to directly exploit the energy

20 acquired by the thermal carrier fluid which crosses the

generator, for example to move turbine blades or for

similar applications.
3The creation of He, as a product of the reaction,

is, furthermore, also industrially exploitable given the

25 present high cost of this gas.
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CLAIMS

1. Process of energy generation by means of anharmonic

stimulated fusion of hydrogen isotopes adsorbed on a

metallic core characterised in that it comprises:

5 - a charging step on said metallic core of a quantity of

hydrogen isotopes Hand D which are adsorbed in the

crystal lattice of said core;

- a heating step in which said core charged with hydrogen

isotopes is heated to reach a temperature higher than a

10 threshold temperature corresponding to Debye' s constant

temperature of the material composing said core;

- a startup step of said core wherein a vibrational stress

is produced with a rise time less than 0.1 seconds which

activates a nuclear fusion of said hydrogen isotopes.

15 - a stationary step during which it is exchanged the heat

produced by the H+D nuclear fusion reaction which occurs

in the core because of a steady keeping of a coherent

multimodal system of stationary oscillations.

2. Process according to claim 1, wherein during said

20 heating step said threshold temperature corresponding to

Debye's constant must be exceeded by at least a ~T

comprised between several degrees and several tens of

degrees, according to the type of material in which said

active core is formed.

25 3. Process according to claim 1, wherein during said

charging step, heating step, startup step and stationary

step a magnetic field having an intensity greater than 0.1

Tesla is applied to said core.

4. Process according to claim 1, wherein during said

30 charging step said hydrogen isotopes made to adsorb in

said core have a ratio of D isotopes to H isotopes greater

than 1/80000.

5. Process according to claim 1, wherein during said

charging step said hydrogen isotopes made to adsorb on
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said core have a ratio of D isotopes to H isotopes

comprised between 1/10000 and 1/1000.

6. Process according to claim 1, wherein during said

charging step said hydrogen isotopes made to adsorb on

5 said core have a ratio of D isotopes to H isotopes of

about 1/6000 (natural hydrogen) .

7. Process according to claim 1, wherein at the end of

said charging step the crowding of the Hand D atoms

adsorbed on the metal exceeds a numeric ratio of hydrogen

10 isotopes to metal atoms of 0.3.

8. Process according to claim 1, wherein after said

stationary step a shutdown step of the fusion reaction is

provided by cooling said core below said threshold

temperature.

15 9. Process according to claim 1, wherein after said

stationary step a shutdown step of the fusion reaction is

provided by means of production of a further vibrational

stress which disorganises said coherent multimodal system

of stationary oscillations.

20 10. Process according to claim 9, wherein said shutdown

step comprises the introduction after having temporarily

provoked a vacuum of a polyatomic gas into a chamber

containing said active core causing said further

vibrational stress.

25 11. Process according to claim 1, wherein said startup

step occurs by means of a thermal stress obtained by

introducing into a chamber containing said core a

polyatomic gas with pressure gradient comprised between 1

millibar and 4 bar.

30 12. Process according to claims 10 and 11, wherein said

polyatomic gas comprises H21 D21 HD, HT, C2H4 , NH3 , N2 , 02

or a mixture of two or more of them.

13. Process according to claim 1, wherein said startup

step occurs by mechanic impulse of torsion, traction or
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compression applied to the ends of said active core with a

rise time lesser than 10-1 seconds.

14. Process according to claim 1, wherein said startup

step occurs by electric striction obtained by means of an

5 electrical current impulse applied said active core.

15. Process according to claim 1, wherein said startup

step occurs by impulses of a laser beam engraved on said

core.

16. Process according to claim 1, wherein said startup

10 step occurs by impulses of radiofrequency applied to said

active core, having a frequency which corresponds to the

resonance frequency of the spins of said hydrogen

isotopes.

17. Process according to claim 1, wherein said startup

15 step occurs by radiofrequency impulses applied to said

active core, having a frequency which corresponds to the

plasma frequency of the free electrons of the crystal

lattice of said core.

18. Process according to claim 1, wherein said startup

20 step occurs by impulses of ultrasonic vibrations applied

to said active core, the latter being contained in a

resonant cavity.

19. Process according to claim 1, wherein said startup

step occurs by inverse piezoelectric effect by sending to

25 the ends of the metallic core alternate voltage impulses

with a frequency equal to that of the mechanic resonance

of said core.

20. Process according to claim 1, wherein said startup

step occurs by magnetostrictive effect, by means of the

30 production, along said metallic core, of a magnetic field

with peak values higher than the intensity of magnetic

saturation and a rise time lower than 10-1 seconds.

21. Process according to claim 1, wherein said charging

step occurs by electrolytic means.
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22. Process according to claim 1, wherein said charging

step occurs by means of immersion of said core in a

gaseous environment containing hydrogen.

23. Process according to claim 1, wherein said charging

5 step occurs by means of immersion of said core in

solutions of HCI, HN03 , H2S04 ,

24. Process according to claim 1, wherein said charging

step occurs by means of immersion of said core in galvanic

baths containing NH3 , the metal constituting the core

10 being deposited on a support composed of Cu or ceramic.

25. Energy generator by means of anharmonic stimulated

fusion of hydrogen isotopes adsorbed on metal

characterised in that it comprises:

- an active metallic core, on which hydrogen isotopes are

IS adsorbed i

- a generation chamber containing said active core;

heat exchange means placed inside or around said

generating chamber and in which a thermal carrier fluid

flows;

20 - means for starting up an anharmonic fusion reaction of

said hydrogen isotopes adsorbed on said core.

26. Generator according to claim 25 wherein said active

core has the form of a bar inserted in said generation

chamber.

25 27. Generator according to claim 25 wherein said means for

starting up said reaction comprises an electric coil

immersed in a ceramic matrix and wrapped around a support

shell defining said generation chamber.

28. Generator according to claim 27, wherein said

30 generation chamber is crossed by a tube nest extending

between two flanges welded to said support shell, said

tube nest crossing said flanges and communicating with a

prechamber comprising an annular jacket delimited by a

cylindrical shell, said tube nest communicating also with
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a collection dome connected with means for external heat

exchange and a circulation pump of a thermal carrier

fluid.

29. Generator according to claim 27 and 28 wherein said

5 metallic active core is electroplated on said tube nest.

30. Generator according to claim 27 to 29 wherein said

generation chamber communicates, through axial ducts which

cross said dome on one side and said prechamber on the

other side, with a gas tank and an air pump suited to feed

10 hydrogen or other gases into said generation chamber

creating thermal stress and starting up said reaction.

31. Generator according to claim 25 and 26 wherein said

generation chamber is contained in a heating cylinder in

which an electric winding is immersed, a jacket around

15 said cylinder being provided formed by a support shell and

a cylindrical shell and allowing for the passage of said

thermal carrier fluid, said generation chamber through a

dome chamber communicating with a gas tank and with an air

pump, said core being in contact with an electrode suited

20 to transmit to it an impulse to startup said reaction.

32. Generator according to claim 25 wherein said core is a

metal layer electroplated on a eu or ceramic support.

33. Generator according to claim 25 wherein said core is a

metallic powder present in said generation chamber.

25 34. Generator according to claim 25 wherein said means for

starting up said reaction comprises a piezoelectric

electrode fixed to said core.
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